March 2020

CTN AND COVID-19

As the public health crisis isolates people at home, we know older adults are most vulnerable to
COVID-19. Now that seniors can no longer leave their homes and attend digital training events through
the SF Connected program, CTN has introduced Home Connect. This innovative program will provide
internet, devices and online training to selected seniors San Francisco. We hope to partner with groups
in Austin as well, help us make this possible by donating.

DONATE TODAY

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT: DALE THOMPSON

An unspoken testimonial to any nonprofit organization is when an employee also serves as a service
delivery volunteer! CTN’s Dale Thompson is one of those superheroes who works quietly in the
background and then transforms into a frontline volunteer helping local residents in need. To learn
more about the important work delivered by a CTN Volunteer Trainer, check out CTN’s blog.

LEARNER SPOTLIGHT: CARLO TERRONE

Carlo bought a smartphone last year to try to keep up with the new world. After “fooling around” with it
for a while, he asked his friends for help, making him even more confused. But Carlo doesn’t give up

easily! Read more about 82-year-old Carlo’s story (in his own words).

LEARNER SPOTLIGHT: SEYOUM TESFAMICHAEL

In a recent training session provided by a CTN volunteer, Seyoum TesfaMichael was tutored on how to
access the Amharic keyboard (the national language of his native country Ethiopia) on his mobile
device. Read more about Seyoum’s inspiring journey made possible because of his pairing with a
CTN volunteer trainer.
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